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How to Use Price to Penetrate Markets

To penetrate new markets, you can lead with price, prod-
uct, channels, or promotion. Each can be the basis for 
a successful invasion—but price is particularly potent, 
whether you want to penetrate the low or the high end 

of the market.a Why so? Because, in general, market penetration 
occurs when an invader offers customers a superior combination 
of price and value. Customers compare value propositions, con-
template the risks of adoption, and weigh the switching costs. 
And at every point, price is integral to their decision-making. 

We’ll get into actual invasion tactics shortly, but first, we need 
to understand a few fundamental customer behaviors that have 
particular importance in this context. 

To start with, it’s generally true that more potential customers will 
purchase a good or service as it becomes cheaper. However, when 
it comes to penetrating a market, for most services and products 
there’s an optimum tradeoff of price and volume. Determining 
this calls for two specific analytic tasks: first, finding the opti-
mum revenue, and second, determining the best tradeoff between 
price and speed of adoption. You’ll need to predict not only how 
various segments within the market will react to different prices, 
but how quickly they will do so. Both customer price sensitivities 
and the effectiveness of your sales channels are important. 

In fact, both price sensitivity and speed of adoption vary dra-
matically depending on the market segment, driven largely by 
customer economics. For example, companies such as Caliper 
have developed tests for job candidates which, by some measures, 
can improve accuracy in predicting actual job performance by 
47 percent over traditional interviews.b 

For most low-end jobs, the improved accuracy isn’t worth the 
added cost of nearly $1,000 per candidate—but for high-end 
jobs such as senior positions on Wall Street, it would be a small 
price to pay. 

Another important factor driving customer acceptance is the 
“reference price”—that is, the mental comparison conducted by 

potential customers. Consumers have different expectations based 
on past prices they have experienced, as well as on the circum-
stances and context of the sale. A client visiting a lawyer with 
a plush waiting room expects to be charged more than a client 
sitting in a threadbare office. Customers buying goods at an up-
scale retail store are more accepting of higher prices than they 
would be at Wal-Mart. Such reference prices, past and present, 
can speed or slow the acceptance of new offers. 

Be careful of these contexts, regardless of which end of the mar-
ket you’re seeking to enter. Moving upscale in particular requires 
close adherence to expected reference price cues, such as well-
dressed salespeople, personal service, and customization. In many 
high-end markets, it is the absolute capability or quality of the 
good that propels market success, not the ratio of price to per-
formance. This is also the case when—as with the employment 
testing service—the potential stakes are vastly higher than the 
immediate cost of the product or service. Test fees would have 
been trivial compared to the benefits had they weeded out some 
of the players in the late 1990s trading scandals at Kidder Pea-
body and Barings Bank.

Attacking the Low End 
By comparison, moving downscale requires a more careful 
price calculation to convey a compelling price-to-value 
relationship. And since your prices often must be lower than 
the existing alternatives, on the one hand, or the customer’s 
reference price, on the other, you now face the additional 
challenge of being profitable. You, in fact, have four balls in 
the air: price, performance, costs, and profits. Moreover, in 
low-end markets, competitors constantly eye each other’s prices 
and cost profiles with the attention of hungry Raptors in a 
dinosaur movie. Thus you must look for ways to make this 
juggling act easier, in the process thwarting competitors.

There are at least three proven strategies for using pricing to 
invade the low end: exploiting obscure price-to-cost relation-
ships, segmenting better than incumbents, and reconstructing 

If you want to use price to enter a new market, target the high 
or low end because either represents a “sweet spot” where new 
suppliers can offer customers an enticing blend of value and 
price. The authors explore how to capitalize on the ideal entry 
points and show how a segment leader’s apparent strengths 
can actually handicap it in fending off new, more agile rivals. 
This article is excerpted from Winning the Profit Game: Smarter 
Pricing, Smarter Branding (McGraw-Hill 2004) by Rob Docters, 
Mike Reopel, Jean-Mey Sun and Stephen Tanny. For more in-
formation, you can reach the corresponding author Rob Doct-
ers at robdocters@abbeyroadassociates.com.
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bundles so they become more compelling. Let’s look at each of 
these in turn.

Exploit Obscure Price-To-Cost Relationships. Under these cir-
cumstances a strong price strategy should take advantage of mar-
ket dynamics, yet not invite immediate imitation by competitors. 
Hence the logic of using cost structure as your point of attack. 
Ideally, your company finds a market segment that has a lower 
cost-to-serve than other segments, yet is priced higher and doesn’t 
attract new competitors. And, in fact, such a happy coincidence 
of factors occurs with regularity in many industries. One famous 
example comes from the insurance industry. 

The Progressive Insurance Company noticed that its competitors 
were shunning younger drivers with poor driving records. Using 
the philosophy that “there are no unprofitable customer segments, 
only unprofitable business models,” the company examined loss 
records and offered coverage—at raised prices—to drivers that 
other insurance companies had rejected. The result is that in 
contrast to the average for auto insurance of negative 3 percent 
margins, Progressive’s underwriting is highly profitable.c

Another example of cost being used as the basis for superior pric-
ing is the steel manufacturer, Dofasco, which faced immutable 
production bottlenecks in its blast furnace and rolling facilities. 
The company realized that despite the industry’s focus on certain 
kinds of steel production as the basis for profit—a focus derived 
from standard costing—it was better off concentrating on those 
customer segments that offered the most profit per ton and per 
minute of facilities use. The result is that the steelmaker has ex-
perienced better prices and limited competition, while penetrat-
ing the most profitable segment of the market—and continues 
to do so despite a recent downturn in overall demand for steel 
(see Figure 1).

Because bottlenecks are common, other industries can make use 
of this kind of analysis. In professional services, there are always 
too few experts for the hottest new segments—for example, the 
dynamic areas of tax law. And in financial services, some cus-
tomers require many times more administration than do others 
in the same revenue or risk category, an insight that can lead to 
improved segmentation and thus greater profitability. 

Figure 1: Profit Velocity
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Geography is also a frequent basis for successful market entry. A 
leading consumer products company in 1996 conducted a study 
of major metropolitan areas in the U.S. and made some interesting 
discoveries: not only did prices vary significantly and consistently 
between cities, but transportation costs didn’t always explain the 
differences. Further comparison of prices and transportation 
costs suggested pricing “sweet spots” in Atlanta and Chicago, as 
shown in Figure 2.

This understanding allowed the company to focus on these in-
trinsically profitable markets, where it could offer better pricing. 
Ultimately its competitors performed the same analysis and re-
sponded by building new factories close to the sweet spots, but 
this took some time, and the company enjoyed a highly profitable 
situation in the meantime.d

Segment Better than Incumbents. As we know, any significant 
market is composed of many segments, each with different price 
sensitivities and price structure preferences. Even so, many in-
cumbents are volume-oriented and unable to price-discriminate 
by segment, either because of limitations in IT or lack of market 
knowledge, or out of sheer corporate inertia. 

This is the basis for a price-based invasion of their markets—
particularly if these incumbents have allowed cross-subsidies to 
take root. The classic example from the telephone market dates 
back to the 1980s, when MCI mounted a price-based attack on 
AT&T to entice its long-distance customers, thereby undermin-
ing AT&T’s historical practice of subsidizing Bell System local 
telephone service through long-distance charges. 

During the early years of this price-led attack, MCI and compa-
nies like it experienced explosive growth, due to a strong value 
proposition and superior segmentation. MCI’s objective for the 
first 15 years of its existence was to capture the top 25 percent of 
long-distance users, leaving AT&T with the remainder. To do 
this, it identified a rich variety of demographics that represented 
the highest revenue customers: frequent fliers, Asian-Americans, 
mobile technical experts, truckers, students, and others.e Innova-
tive pricing was another important element of this attack: MCI 
“Friends & Family” program, mentioned earlier, handed MCI a 
rich set of new, high-value customers, while due to system limi-
tations, AT&T couldn’t match this program. 

A key element in such low-end price attacks is transparency—in 
other words, customers must be able to judge easily for themselves 

the price they currently pay for a good or service. Without trans-
parency, customers can’t determine whether or not a new offer 
represents an improvement. Incumbents, on the other hand, prefer 
price opacity, since it allows them to avoid widespread discounting 
and the costs associated with developing price segmentation. 

Reconstruct the Bundle. Bundles are another key tool for pen-
etrating the low end of the market. In some cases, a bundle 
makes a product or service feasible because of the marriage of 
price with functionality. The growth of the personal computer 
has largely been a function of lower computer prices and bun-
dling computers with useful software (initially VisiCalc, later 
word processing software, and finally email and Internet service 
suites). Before such bundling, the PC was only a minor adjunct 
to larger systems.f 

Similarly, the bundling of service contracts with cell phones has 
allowed cell phones to become a mass-market item. Service con-
tracts allow cell phones that cost $600 or more to make to be sold 
by service providers for as little as $1, with the assurance that this 
loss-leader can be recouped over the course of the service con-
tract. This is critical to penetrating the consumer mass-market, 
where absolute price is so important.g Thus, bundling has helped 
propel cell phone market penetration.

Some markets can be better penetrated through the unbundling 
of existing bundles. For example, airlines have progressively re-
trenched from earlier incarnations as conglomerates—with a 
firm grasp on rental cars, hotels, in-flight food service, elaborate 
hub-and-spoke systems, and billing systems—to become much 
smaller entities, focusing only on cost-effective fares for very lim-
ited routes.h Similarly, the life insurance industry moved away 
from whole-life plans (combinations of insurance and investment 
services) to simple term insurance. It appears that some bundles 
are simply not worth the trouble. 

Whether a bundle proves useful in penetrating a market, or 
merely a burden for the incumbent, depends in large measure on 
whether its elements can be isolated by competitors. If a combi-
nation increases the value of its components beyond their com-
bined individual value, such as with PCs, then bundling remains 
attractive. But if one element not only creates the most value but 
can be sold in isolation, then you may need to undo the bundle 
yourself. Otherwise, competitors will exploit the high-value prod-
uct or service by undercutting prices on it alone. 

Figure 2: Comparison of Local Price

Geography Local Price/Unit 
(A) 

Freight 
(B)

Net Variance 
(A-B)

Potential

Atlanta 0.7% (5.6%) 6.3% Very High
Chicago (1.8%) (6.4%) 4.6% Very High
Los Angeles (2.6%) (2.9%) 0.3% High
Kansas City, 
MO

(2.4%) (2.4%) 0.0 Medium

Houston (4.5%) (0.1%) (4.4%) Low
Tampa (0.0) 8.0% (8.0%) Low
Denver (5.5%) 14.9% (20.4%) Lowest

Percentages are the percent of average sales price.
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Attacking the High End 
The high end can be approached in one of two ways—the 
critical factor being whether the high and low ends of the 
market are linked. If they aren’t—if the high-end purchases are 
stand-alone—then success depends primarily on the quality 
and presentation of the service or good. If, however, the high-
end purchase is part of an inter-connected suite of services or 
goods, then the total value of the package is important, and 
the overall better value may prevail.

Examples of stand-alone high-end goods include houses, enter-
tainment, automobiles, some forms of travel, and various profes-
sional services. A high-end builder gains nothing from construct-
ing low-end buildings. Similarly, because a Broadway theater can 
offer only one hit play, it needn’t concern itself about supporting 
a set of off-Broadway productions. Engineering and distribution 
economies aside, a high-end automaker needn’t make its product 
compatible with lower-end cars. 

What truly defines the high end is the greater focus on benefit 
as opposed to price. Price no longer leads market strategy, but 
instead supports value and brand, as well as the contextual cues 
so important in this segment. Even so, the attraction of the high 
end is that very small increments in value can justify significant 
increases in price. The key is to avoid sending the wrong price 
signal—either far too high or else too low. 

Let’s look at high-end cars as an example of this supporting 
role for price. The high end of the automobile market is a rari-
fied world involving low sales volumes in conjunction with high 
prices. In gingerly approaching the market for the $300,000-plus 
car, Mercedes-Benz has decided its own name is too downscale. 
It has therefore begun offering its cars under the Maybach label 
(a pre-war name). 

Mercedes has further decided that this car should not be sold by 
mere dealers, as this undercuts the value proposition. Rolls Royce 
offers a similar $325,000-plus car, and the interesting thing here 
is that only 15 percent of the purchases of this car ask the price 
beforehand.i The implication is that at these rarefied altitudes, 
price indeed plays only a supporting role.

Even in less exclusive upscale markets, price is still secondary. 
When selling to aficionados of upscale coffee and coffeehouses 
(a segment that constitutes about one-third of the out-of-home 
coffee market) price seems to have little impact on choice. De-
spite an economic downturn from 2000 to 2003, Starbucks, the 
industry leader, has maintained a 27 percent compound growth 
rate and, moreover, hasn’t lowered any prices. 

Interestingly, independent coffeehouses with a distinct ambi-
ance and better coffees have thrived while raising their prices, 
often as a result of close proximity to a Starbucks. Those coffee-
houses that fail to upgrade are often the ones that fail. It appears 
that the high-end of the out-of-home coffee market is relatively 
price-insensitive, and instead, more concerned with quality and 
presentation.j

The situation changes where there are links between high-end 
and low-end products. Now a pricing strategy becomes more 
important, and companies must take into account relationships 
between market strata. 

For example, Nikon came from behind to surpass high-end cam-
era manufacturers Hasselblad, Leica, and others, by creating an 
overall system encompassing both its less expensive and more 
expensive products. In this system, almost all Nikon lenses work 
on almost all Nikon bodies. A relatively low-end user can start 
with an inexpensive body, and then upgrade without having to 

New markets usually feature an incum-
bent that views the market as its turf 
and tries to guard it accordingly. Such 
incumbents possess certain natural ad-
vantages, including existing customer 
relationships and occasionally even cus-
tomer loyalty—but they often have some 
major disadvantages as well. For exam-
ple, typically they fail to fully segment 
their markets. A smart newcomer can 
offer lower prices to selected segments, 
while the incumbent frets that it can only 
lower prices to all customers. 

If you’re an incumbent in this situa-
tion, the right way to minimize loss 
of share is twofold: First, by all means 
react to the new price, sending a vis-
ible signal that incursions will not be 
tolerated. Second, segment the market 
and your pricing so that future price 

responses needn’t be global. Granted, 
this approach may not fit well into a 
quarterly budget—but prudent manag-
ers can make it work, especially since 
most low-priced invasions can be pre-
dicted well in advance of the quarter in 
which they occur. 

Estee Lauder is a good example of a 
smart incumbent with highly strate-
gic responses, whether to competi-
tive threats or market opportunities. 
Lauder regularly launches or purchases 
brands that either combat newer, less 
expensive entrants, or address custom-
er needs in ways seemingly inconsistent 
with their “classic” Lauder, Clinique, 
and Aramis brands. For example, 
Lauder’s Prescriptives brand represents 
innovative products, its Origins brand 
addresses a distinct lifestyle and cos-

metics orientation, Donna Karan and 
other brands address the fashion-con-
scious, and jane focuses on the teen-
age market. 

As you might guess, each Lauder brand 
has distinct promotions, product char-
acteristics, and prices. The purpose here 
is to build an impregnable thicket of 
powerful brands with non-overlapping 
demographics and non-overlapping price 
bands: classics and fashion command a 
price premium, natural life-style prod-
ucts command somewhat lower prices, 
and teenagers command still lower pric-
es. While Lauder might wish that all 
its products were equally profitable, its 
management understands the tough real-
ity that it must create its own competitive 
brands and prices, or watch someone else 
beat them to it.

Incumbent Responses
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purchase a new set of lenses. Similarly, a professional can buy ad-
ditional Nikon camera bodies without having to spend thousands 
on new lenses. This makes switching costs among brands very 
high, because most serious photographers have a large supply of 
lenses that constitutes the bulk of their investment. To move to a 
new brand would require a major investment to achieve the vari-
ous combinations possible through existing equipment.k

We can generalize from this example and say that switching 
costs are critical wherever there are links between high-end and 
low-end products. For example, Timeplex, the high-end multi-
plexer [i.e. networking systems for data and voice applications] 
manufacturer, belatedly discovered that its networks were being 
eliminated as customers switched to a competitor, Newbridge. 
Why? Because although the Timeplex machines were competent 
in isolation, what customers really valued was unified network 
monitoring, management, and maintenance—in other words, 
they were better off moving to all-Newbridge networks. In this 
case, the low end had surrounded the high end on all sides. By 
the time Timeplex figured it out and offered its own low-end 
multiplexer, it was too late. 

Limits to Price 
As we’ve seen, price can be a powerful weapon in penetrating 
new markets—however, it has some distinct limitations. For 
a service or product to gain share, it must offer either superior 
performance or a superior price-to-value relationship. And such 
a value proposition can only begin to work if key threshold 
requirements are met. For example:

• Upstart airlines can charge less, but they must have the precise 
routes that travelers actually need;

• Insurers may possess superior actuarial insights, but they must 
meet regulatory requirements before they can begin to capital-
ize on those insights;

• Despite its other advantages, the Internet wasn’t able to win 
over information professionals such as librarians from propri-
etary information systems—not until it achieved the same 
degree of efficiency as the older systems. 

We can’t emphasize enough that price moves must be coordi-
nated with other elements of the marketing mix. Here’s our 
closing example to this effect, one involving rivals Firestone 
and Goodyear. After a spate of bad publicity and a recall of 
Firestone tires fitted to Ford Explorers, Goodyear thought it 
would be able to gain share at Firestone’s expense. In addi-
tion, Goodyear thought it could monetize its more favorable 
consumer perception rating by raising prices. But the increases 
failed, and after a year prices returned to their old levels—this, 
despite a boom in car sales. 

What had gone wrong? The answer is that Goodyear had failed 
to meet delivery demand by its dealers, failed to support dealers 
with marketing collateral, and failed to curb discounting by Wal-
Mart. Meanwhile rival Michelin held its price, even as Goodyear 
“failed to justify the increases [or match] Michelin’s reputation 
among consumers for safety.”l A perfect illustration of how not 
to coordinate price moves with other elements.

Notes:

a By low end of the market, we mean those segments within a 
market that are most price sensitive, and the high end are those 
segments with higher willingness to pay. You could also define 
market strata by the quality of the goods and services purchased. 

b “Improv at the Interview,” Business Week, February 3, 2003: 63.

c Progressive Insurance Company description, plus comments on 
the profitability of customer segments, based on D. Rosenblum, 
D. Tomlinson and L. Scott, “Bottom Feeding for Blockbuster 
Businesses,” Harvard Business Review, March 2003.

d One leading cigarette manufacturer used to have signs posted in 
its headquarters, “Volume is our business.”

e The brilliant architect of this program was Helen Manich, who 
made sure that MCI captured markets with exclusive agreements 
such as the American Airlines-MCI partnership. See R. Docters, 
R. Katz and C. Junquiera “Strangers in their Own Land,” 
Telephony, July 31, 1995

f In 1980, DEC founder Ken Olsen said there was no reason 
ever for a household to own a computer. The same year, IBM 
had offered a computer similar in functionality to the Apple II, 
but priced for more than $9,000. By the early 2000s, computer 
penetration had achieved more than 50% penetration of U.S. 
households.

g Many experts refer to $400 as the mass-market threshold point 
for consumer electronics. Goods above this price have, with some 
exceptions, a hard time finding mass market acceptance.

h United Airlines sold Hertz and Westin in 1987. Food service for 
coach was broadly discontinued in 2000. Sabre was spun off by 
American Airlines and became a profitable stand-alone concern in 
1993. See “Even as the Big Airlines Struggle, Computer Booking 
System Prospers,” The New York Times, February 10, 2003, Page C1. 
See also “Executive Flight: The Age of ‘Wal-Mart’ Airlines Crunches 
the Biggest Carriers,” The Wall Street Journal, June 18, 2002.

i “Got $300,000? These Cars are for you,” Fortune, January 20, 
2003.

j “Despite the Jitters, Most Coffee Houses Survive Starbucks,” 
The Wall Street Journal, September 24, 2002, and Starbucks 
company reports.

k Interview with Dan Caligor, photography expert. Mr. Caligor 
observes that Nikon got its big break with the advent of 35mm 
film. Also Nikon, unlike Canon, has licensed its mounting 
architecture to digital camera manufacturers and so will continue 
to prosper. 

l “Deflated. How Goodyear Blew its Change to Capitalize on a 
Rival’s Woes,” The Wall Street Journal, February 19, 2003.




